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EXHIBIT PROTOTYPE

A second prototype of Talking Board, or OUIJA Board, was placed in the Friday the 13th

obstacle course.  (See Figure 2.) This version looked more like a traditional OUIJA Board,
compared to the air table that was used in the previous instantiation (Figure 2).  The label was
also changed; instead of focusing on the ideomotor effect, the label described the OUIJA Board
as a way to communicate with spirits.

Figure 1.  Second Prototype or OUIJA Board (as part of the Superstition Obstacle Course)
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Figure 2.  First Prototype  (aka ‘Talking Board’ as a standalone exhibit placed in the Traits of Life
Section)

PURPOSE

This study gauges:
• what visitors tried to do and what did they experience at the OUIJA Board,
• what visitors thought was the point of the exhibit,

• if visitors were familiar with the OUIJA Board,
• if the exhibit made them feel uncomfortable and in what ways, and
• if visitors believed that this exhibit belongs at the Exploratorium, either as a standalone

exhibit or as part of a larger collection.

In addition, this evaluation compares visitors’ experiences at this second prototype of OUIJA
Board as part of the superstition obstacle course to its first incarnation as a standalone exhibit
that sits on the floor without a larger context.

METHOD

• We observed every other visitor group as they used the prototype, waited for the group to

walk through the rest of obstacle course and then interviewed that group after they exited.
See Appendix A for the interview questions.

• We also interviewed every third visitor as s/he exited the superstition obstacle course for
her/his reactions to the course, in general. 1  We looked through these data to find

comments that visitors may have made about the OUIJA Board.

                                                  
1 If the third visitor coincided with a group that we observed at the OUIJA Board, we administered the OUIJA

Board interview instead of the more general, obstacle course interview.
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DATA COLLECTED

• We collected data on Friday, May 13, 2005 from 12:30pm to 4pm and then again from 6pm
to 7:45pm, during Members’ Night.

• N=12 observations.  N=10 interviews.  Two of the groups that we observed refused to use
the exhibit and were not interviewed afterwards.

• Demographics

Group Type Non-members Members Total

Adult – individual 1 0 1
Multi-generational 42 2 6

Adults – Peer 0 3 3
Children - Peer 2 0 2

Total 7 5 12

RESULTS

What did visitors try to do at the exhibit?

As part of their interview, we asked visitors what they were trying to do at the OUIJA Board.
Visitors said that they were trying to:

• See if the planchette would move (6 visitors)

• See if the board would spell something (5 visitors).  All five groups were also curious as to
whether or not the planchette would move.

• Ask a question and see if the board would ‘answer’ (2 visitors)3

• Explain the ‘science’ behind it (1 visitor)

Member8: I was explaining to my kids that people think your thoughts can influence
behavior.

• Nothing in particular (1 visitor)

What did visitors experience?

Visitors indicated that

• the planchette moved (9 visitors)

• the OUIJA Board spelled out a message that was meaningful to the visitor (1 visitor)

                                                  
2 Two of these groups avoided the OUIJA Board and were not interviewed afterwards.
3 As opposed to the previous bullet, these visitors asked the board a question.
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Visitor4: We were tying to make it move - make the ghost make it move.  It moved to
yes by itself.  (specified letters G – S - and said that that meant “yes.")

We compared these results to visitors’ experiences at the first prototype.

Visitors’ Experiences This Prototype
Previous
Prototype

Planchette moved 9 (out of 10) 9 (out of 18)

Board spelled message 1 (out of 10) 2 (out of 18)

• More visitors experienced the planchette moving in this prototype compared to the earlier
prototype; Fisher’s exact test, p= 0.0484.

• There was no significant difference between this and the previous prototype in the number
of visitors who thought they saw a meaningful message.

What did visitors think was the point or the main message of the exhibit?

• To show that people believe things that aren’t true (4 visitors)

• To connect with another dimension (2 visitors)

• To scare people (1 visitor)

• To find out if you have good or bad luck (1 visitor)

• To have fun (1 visitor)

• It had no point (1 visitor)

With this prototype, we found that 4 out of the 10 visitors we interviewed thought that the exhibit
sheds light on beliefs and how we interpret ‘messages’ from a OUIJA Board.  This is
comparable to the 7 out of 18 visitors from the previous study, who also thought the exhibit was
about how we think and interpret a talking board.

Were visitors familiar with the OUIJA Board?

• Yes (6 visitors).  Some of these visitors described their previous experiences with a OUIJA
Board:

Member8: Oh, yeah.  As a teenager, at sleepovers, we'd tell scary stories, thrillers on
TV, or do this, or lift someone

Member10: Yes.  At slumber parties - it would tell us all sorts of things - who would
marry who, and stuff like that.
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Member12: I’ve seen something like it before on TV - It was on a superstition show,
where they were trying to contact princes who had been suffocated by being buried
alive.

• No (4 visitors)

Did visitors feel uncomfortable at the exhibit?

• 7 visitors reported that they did not feel uncomfortable using the exhibit.

• 3 visitors, on the other hand, said that they did feel uncomfortable.  They explained:

Visitor4: It was a little spooky, when it moved by itself.  (Another child said) It only
happens when you light candles and it’s nighttime

Visitor2: When it was making the word it was like something was moving my hand toward
it.  It was a little uncomfortable.

• 2 groups whom we did not interview but observed avoided the exhibit entirely.  In one of

these groups, the child had approached the OUIJA Board, but the mother stopped the child,
saying, “No.  We don’t do those.”  Then, the child followed the mother to the mirror breaking
station.  In another group, again a mother and her child, the child first approached the
OUIJA Board.  The mother then said, “Oh, THAT’s where I draw the line.  That’s all about

talking with the spirit world, and I just don’t like to go there.”  They both left the exhibit.

• In addition, when we looked at the responses from our general interview, we found that 2
out of the 24 visitors we talked with said that they intentionally avoided the OUIJA Board for
religious reasons:

Visitor1 (general interview) teen, female: I didn’t do the OUIJA Board because I’m a
Christian and I don’t believe in talking to spirits.

Visitor15 (general interview) adult, female:  It says not to in the bible, basically.
[evaluator: I didn’t know that!] Any one who is a Christian would know that.

Did visitors believe that this exhibit belongs at the Exploratorium?

We asked visitors if the OUIJA Board should be at the Exploratorium.

• 8 visitors felt that the exhibit belongs at the Exploratorium.  They explained

− It’s about science (3 visitors).  For example

Visitor1: Yes.  Because it kind of has a magnetic force over the letters.

Member11: Yes, because there’s a good scientific reason why people believe.  This is a
non-threatening environment - the explanation I expected was not there - that when
you think it’s working, it’s really someone manipulating it.

− It’s therapeutic (1 visitors)
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Member12: I think it’s a good thing - helps someone get over the deaths of others.

− It’s another type of knowledge (1 visitor)

Member9: We should not restrict knowledge in the museum.

− It’s a superstition and this is a superstition obstacle course (2 visitors)

Visitor5: Because all this area is about superstition.

− No reason (1 visitor)

• 2 out of the 10 visitors we interviewed did not think this exhibit should be at the
Exploratorium except during certain days.

Visitor2: I don’t think so - only on special days.

Visitor4: No - because something might happen here - The security at night might hear
ghosts.  Only on Friday the 13th, does it belong.

• 2 visitors we observed but did not interview chose to avoid it completely.

• We found no significant difference in the number of visitors who thought this exhibit was
appropriate for the Exploratorium between the two versions of the OUIJA Board prototype
(Fisher’s Exact Test).4

• We then asked if it belongs at the Exploratorium as a stand-alone exhibit and not as part of
a superstition obstacle course on Friday the 13th .  Four of the 8 visitors, who thought it
belongs at the Exploratorium, answered that it is inappropriate to have the OUIJA Board
apart from the superstition obstacle course or section.  For example,

Member8: I think it would lose some of the point - it wouldn’t be as evident why it would
be there.  Here, people are already thinking about how they think.

Member11: I don’t think so - not on its own.  Yes, as a part of this - it’s playing to pop
culture rather than science - explaining something, but it isn’t really science in and
of itself.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

• Significantly more visitors felt the planchette move in this version of the exhibit.  Yet, seeing
a  meaningful message in its movements, eluded all but a small minority of our visitors. That

is, only 1 group claimed that the OUIJA Board spelled something.  This was a challenge with
the first prototype and remains a challenge with the current prototype.

• Situating the current prototype within a superstition obstacle course did not help more
people question what they believe or reflect on how they think.  Nor, did it convince more

people that is was an appropriate exhibit to have on the museum floor.

                                                  
4 For the earlier prototype, 13 out of 18 visitors interviewed thought it was appropriate for the Exploratorium.
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• We note, however, that only one visitor tried to relate the OUIJA Board exhibit to the
physical sciences.  Previously, five different visitor groups pointed out the physics (e.g. air
pressure), not psychology, as the interesting science behind the exhibit.  This may be due to
its placement within the larger context of a superstition obstacle course, or it may be

attributed to the change in the physical design of the prototype; the first version used an air
table that may have focused more visitors air pressure and friction.

• The OUIJA Board continued to elicit strong reactions from a small minority of our visitors.
Although they were willing to come into the superstition obstacle course, they shied away
from the OUIJA Board.  For some of these visitors, using the OUIJA Board represents a

religious transgression.  Even people who did not mention religion saw it as a different type
of exhibit.  As one person explained, “This isn’t really superstition in the same way as some
of the other superstitions.  If you believe in the spirit world, you know, it may work.”  A few of
the groups who did try the OUIJA Board seem to believe that it ‘works’; that is, it is a way of

communicating with the dead.  One group of children seemed particularly convinced of its
supernatural powers, told us the point of the exhibit was to “make people scared” and
warned us against having the exhibit on the floor since “something might happen here.  The
security at night might hear ghosts.”

• These findings suggest that situating the current OUIJA Board prototype within a larger
context of Mind exhibits, in this case a superstition obstacle course, did not improve visitors’
experience or interpretation of that experience outside of feeling the planchette move.
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APPENDIX A: Interview Questions

I’d like to ask you a few more questions about a particular exhibit  that was in the superstition
obstacle course.   It looks like this.  <Show photo>

1. Do you remember using it?

Continue only if YES to Q1.

2. Can you tell me what you were trying to do with this? [Probe]

3. What do you think is the point of that exhibit?  Does it have a point?  [What message is it
trying to tell visitors?]

4. Was there anything about the experience that felt uncomfortable to you?   So, we’re still just
talking about this [show picture]
 [If YES] What?

5. Have you used or seen something like this before, perhaps in your own life?
[If YES]  Can you say more about what you saw or how you used it?

6. Do you think this exhibit <show photo> belongs at the Exploratorium?  Why/ why not?

a. What if it were just in the museum like any other exhibit and not as part of a
superstition obstacle course?


